
THE HORIZONTAL//VERTICAL ALBUMS

pop hits
(the Universe radio hits etc)
artificial
cyberworld princess
Digital heart <3 I want to be in your future world

religious tunes
șřșəřřřřřřřř řřřř āę ušý ā ęuřuʶuʶuʶuʶuʶuʶuʶuʶuʶuʶ

::: sietch lullaby:::
#machina#prescience [slo-verb remix]
the litany against insanity {remain normal}
Causae et Curae
<time> even when now is </time> - cyber hym iii
hymn for cybergirl
command 'ave' = (b)
neogregoriancyborgianchant

OOBLOBBY-put full album on YT

THE NORMAL RAVE
irishboystoryofsean
maybe...yeah proboably
cyberspace paddy

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.
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how to code the human body
tech freak loverboy
(if a cyborg wrote an EDM song) lousy ogy
ctrl + shift + hope
a girl, in peace

cyber album
Boy, who is ready to be a computer
lullaby for cybabiesz
<animate>cyberverse</animate>
cyber lament
smart phone user
TAT - how to listen
cyberspace is: secret gamer girl
cyberpop anthem
i am being your cyborg
neon dream
hymn for cybergirl



DEWEY BOY ALBUM (new ones)
dewey boy

CREATURE SOUNDS
creatures that are actually musical instruments
neonautilus

WEIRD ONES
being normal before going insane
sample answer
grimes_chuggy
sad kettle : part 1
zizi
going insane after being normal
surprisingly nice
cyber comedy - dam its wierd
iwag

odyc
(the really epic ones)
(this one is like a rly long epic journey)
Overture to the Cyber Invasion____we're alive ...don't inspect
cyberworld princess
digital heart
overture to cyberinvasion
xmen apocalypse
cloud server odyssey
i am an email
☉☉☉☉☉☉☉ >cyberspawn (mitosis divinity)
Like this: Like Loading...
chromakeytriangle
<PRESCIENCE>
#machina
encountering a neutral deity of the middle distance
hold still space
om-om

(different stages/elements of journey)

ALBUM: digital heart
1.digital heart
2.like this: like loading
3. cyber lament



4. <time> i'm not ready yet... 11:11 PM
5. ctrl + shift + hope
6. lonely lungs

folk tunes
swamp of yore
concretus song
NUA NÁS

the biology album
next stop atp
☉☉☉☉☉☉☉ >cyberspawn (mitosis divinity)
Biosonar_ [i'm studying cybernetic biology]

Jenny's World
(&she needs an insta page)
(blend her)(daz her)

Jenny's World (she is the cyberworld princess)
1. Normal Lyrics (ft.low jenny, fast jenny & regular guy)
2. Horse & Horse
3. Biosonar_ [i'm studying cybernetic biology]
4. don't be a body
5. mysteries of the sun ...
6. fetch my cyber cape (pause) look at that
7. Digital heart <3 I want to be in your future world
8. song (normal)
9. tiny little electric room
10. cyberworld princess
11. ctrl + shift + hope

ACOUSTIC COVER ALBUMS
FROM UNIVERSE CREATURE & this life humans etc
horse & horse

MUSIC FROM THE MONAD MONKS
Celestial reverie
Cosmic jig
etc

terrARium
Ambient stuff for this….
An album that is actually a clock



An album that is actually a clock
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ALREADY ALBUMS
Earth c changes
Oobloby
The Chronicles
Generate 1 thing now


